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ABSTRACT 
Numbering the Cotes numbers for nth order Gauss quadrature on [-1,ll from right to left, 
Il(n)*Az(n),..., it is shown that the (convergent) sequence n(n + l)&(n), nrk, is strictly increasing 
for each k. Other quantities associated with the Legendre polynomials P, are also shown to vary 
monotonically with n. As an application one can sharpen a result of S.N. Bernstein on Chebyshev- 
type quadrature. 
1. INTRODUCTION AND RESULTS 
Let aI >a2> ***>f&=f&(n)> ..‘>a,, denote the zeros of the Legendre poly- 
nomial P,(x), arranged in decreasing order. Similarly, let /I1 >/I2 > .‘. >pk = 
Pk(n)> ... >fi,_, denote the zeros of the derivative P;(x). We consider the 
Cotes numbers I, = n,(n) for Gauss quadrature of order n: 
(1.1) i, f(xHd- 5 Akf(ak), Ak = ’ (rk = t-$(n). 
k=l (1 -&P;(Q)2 
As is well-known, the Gauss formula gives the exact value of the integral for 
all polynomials f(x) of degree I 2n - 1, cf. [6] Sections 3.4 and 15.3. We in- 
vestigate how &(n) varies with n; cf. the table which was prepared with the aid 
of the handbook [ 11. 
THEOREM 1.2. The sequence {n(n + l)L,(n)}, n = k, k+ 1, . . . is strictly in- 
creasing for each k: 
(1.3) n(n+l)1k(n)<(n+l)(n+2)Ak(n+1), nzk, k=l,2,.... 
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Known asymptotic relations for P,(cos z/n) and its derivative readily imply 
that n(n+ l)&(n) tends to the limit l/&(j,)’ as n+ 00, cf. [6] Section 15.3 
and Section 2 below. Here j, is the kth positive zero of the Bessel function 
J,(t). Thus in particular 
(1.4) 
1 
n(n+ l)Ar(n)< lim s(s+ l)lr(s) = ~ = 3.7104. 
S--t_ J$jr )2 
The proof of Theorem 1.2 will be based on a special form of the Legendre 
differential equation in which we let the parameter vary continuously. On the 
way we also reprove Szego’s result [7], cf. [2], on the decrease of the relative 
maxima ,&=,&(n)= Ip,{ p&r)} 1 of Ip,(x)l on (-1, 1): 
(1.5) &(n)>,&(n+ 1), n>k+ 1, k= 1,2, . . . . 
The differential equation method may be used to prove other monotonicity 
results. As an example we show that the quantities 
(1.6) vk(&‘(l -a;) If$bk)l, ak(n)‘f {n@+ l)(l -&)“21&(flk)l 
are increasing with n. A combination of results finally gives the following more 
delicate monotonicity property (cf. the table). 
THEOREM 1.7. One hfzs 
I >et(n+l)L+j,lJ~(jt)l>0.6242. 
Table for Cotes numbers and another constant 
1 2.000 1.000 
2 3.000 3.000 0.732 
3 3.333 5.333 3.333 0.676 
4 3.479 6.521 6.521 0.655 
5 3.554 7.179 8.533 0.645 
6 3.598 7.576 9.826 0.639 
8 3.644 8.006 11.293 0.633 
10 3.667 8.220 12.050 0.630 
12 3.680 8.341 12.486 0.628 
16 3.693 8.466 12.942 0.626 
20 3.699 8.526 13.161 0.626 
24 3.702 8.559 13.283 0.625 
32 3.706 8.593 13.407 0.6248 
64 3.709 8.626 13.529 0.6244 
96 3.710 8.632 13.552 0.6243 
m 3.7104 8.637 13.571 0.6242 
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The monotonicity properties (1.4) and (1.8) play a role in work at the Uni- 
versity of Amsterdam on Chebyshev-type quadratures. In the 1930’s S.N. 
Bernstein [3,4] proved the following result, cf. [5]. If a Chebyshevtype 
quadrature formula 
(1.9) !I f(x)+dx= ; f f&), -1 <xkl 1 
k 1 
is exact for all polynomials f(x) of degree sp, where p = 2n - 1 or p = 2n, then 
N must be so large that 
(1.10) ; I A,(n). 
Estimating II(n), Bernstein first concluded that p< 7~ m and later, that 
p<4 fi On this question inequality (1.4) implies the sharper result 
COROLLARY 1.11. If formula (1.9) is exact for all polynomials f(x) of degree 
sp, then 
2 (1.12) p<- 
lJ&i,)l 
fl- 3.8525 fi. 
Perhaps this inequality is asymptotically sharp. In subsequent papers we will 
explore other aspects of Chebyshev-type quadrature. We will show that 
quadrature formulas (1.9) become rather bad for certain polynomials of degree 
p = 4 fi. As one corollary, it is found that in optimal quadrature formulas of 
this type, many nodes must coincide: formulas (1.9) which are optimal in a cer- 
tain sense have at most c fl distinct nodes. We will also consider Chebyshev- 
type quadrature for certain two-dimensional domains such as the unit sphere 
S in IR3. An application involves electrostatic fields, due to distributions of 
equal point charges on S. 
REMARKS. The author conjectured (1.3) and (1.8) on the basis of numerical 
evidence, cf. the table. After establishing the special case (1.4), he consulted 
R.A. Askey about the general case (1.3), for which both Askey and the author 
then found proofs. 
The author wishes to thank Arno Kuijlaars for executing the drawings. 
2. AUXILIARY FUNCTlONS v AND o/AND THEIR ZEROS 
Let P,(x) be the Legendre polynomial of degree n. As is well-known, u= 
P,(cos t9) satisfies the polar Legendre equation 
u”+cot8-u’+n(n+l)u=O, 0<8<7r. 
Here it will be convenient to change scale by introducing the new variable 
t = {n(n + l)} “20. Thus it is found that 
(2.1) u = P,(cos &,t), with E, = {n(n + 1)}-“2 
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is the solution of the initial value problem 
il 
u”+.scotet.u’+U=O or (o’sin.st)‘+usinet=O, 
(2.2) 
u(0) = 1, u’(O)=0 (o<t<ll/&) 
with E=E,. 
DEFINITION 2.3. For any EZ 0, we let u(t) = u(t, E), 0 it< nC/& be the solution 
of the initial value problem (2.2). 
It follows that u has the expansion 
(2.4) u(t) =u(t,&) = 1 -+t2+; l-$2 t4+ a**. 
( > 
The function u depends analytically on E and u(t,O) =.&,(t), u’(t, 0) = J;(t). 
However, in the sequel we only consider &>O. We remark that the derivative 
au 
w= u’=-(=-PI;(cose,t)sins,t~~, for E=E,) 
at 
satisfies the differential equation 
(2.5) W~~+ECotEl.W’+(l-~)W=o’ O<t<7C/&* 
Zeros. By standard asymptotics (following removal of the first derivative term 
in the differential equation), u(t) and u’(t) have = l/s positive real zeros. The 
kth positive zero of u(t) will be denoted by tk = tk(&), the kth positive zero of 
u’(t) will be called t; = t;(c). The zeros of u and u’ on (0, Z/E) are simple and by 
(2.2), they alternate: tk(E)< tjc(c)< t k+l(~). Here (-l)ko’(tk)>o, (-l)ku(t;)>O. 
For s = E,, the zero tk(&) on (0, n/e) is related to the zero ok = ok(n) of P,(x) 
by (Yk=cos &tk. Similarly, the zero t;(&) of u’(t) is then related to the zero 
/& = Sk(n) of p;(x) by @k = cos Et;. For the COteS numbers &=Ak(n) we have 
(2.6) 
1 
Observe that 
= d(tk, &)2, tk = tk(&), & = &,. 
tk(&) -jk, u’(tk, &) + &(jk) aS & h 0, 
where jk is the kth positive zero of o(t, 0) ‘Jo(t). The principal results will now 
follow from 
THEOREM 2.7. The quantities 
Iu’(h(&),&)I and Iu(t;(e),e)I, O<e<oo 
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are strictly increasing with E whenever 0< tJ&)< z/e, or O-C t;(E)< R/E, 
respectively. 
If E = E,, the conditions on tk and t; are satisfied for k = 1,. . . , n and k = 
1 , . . . , n - 1, respectively. In this case, larger n will mean smaller E, implying 
smaller Iu’(tk)l or larger n(n + l)& (2.6), so that (1.3) will follow. Similarly, 
larger n will imply smaller \u(t;)l = lP,,(bk)) =pk (1.5). 
How do the zeros of u and u’ vary with E? A standard approach involves the 
use of Sturm theory, cf. [6] Sections 1.8 and 6.3. This method shows that any 
zero tk(&) of o(t, E) on (0, X/E) iS iIICreaSing (to the limit jk) as & decreases to 0, 
whereas any zero t;(E) of u’(t, E) on (0,71/s) is decreasing as E decreases to 0 (to 
the limit j;, the kth positive zero of Jd(t)). We do not give the details, because 
the analysis in Section 3 will readily imply that 
(2.8) $t&)<O for tk(&)<d&, $1;(E)>O for ti(e)<7r/e 
(see Corollary 3.6). 
In particular the first n positive zeros of P,(cos t/im) are increasing 
with n, whereas the first n - 1 positive zeros of P;(cos t/im) are decreas- 
ing as n increases. It is interesting to observe that results of this kind are very 
sensitive to the sort of substitution one makes. Thus one may show that the 
(positive) zeros of P;(l -s/n@ + l)), and hence those of P;(l -+t2/n(n + l)), 
are increasing with n, although 1 - +t2/n(n + 1) is quite close to cos t/in. 
3. THE FUNCTIONS do/& AND au'/& 
We differentiate equation (2.2) with respect to E to obtain 
a 
(3.1) ~+ccotet.~+~= --&&Cot&t).u’= 
F(d) u’/sin et, 
G(d) u’ sin Et, 
where 
F(x) = 
x-+sinZu 
G(x) = 
x-+sin2x 
sinx ’ sin3x * 
LEMMA 3.2. For O<x<n, F(x)>O, F’(x)>O, G(x)>O, G’(x)>O. 
PROOF. Let O<x< II. It will be enough to prove the positivity of G’(x). For 
this it suffices to show that 
0<g(x)=G’(x)sin4x=(1-cosZu)sinx-3cosx(x-+sinZu) 
= 2sin3x-3xcosx+3 sinxcos2x 
= 3sinx-3xcosx-sin3x. 
However, this follows from the facts that g(0) = 0 while 
g’(x)=3sinx(x-+sin2x)>O. El 
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We now introduce 
(3.3) D(&f !$-$“/ 
( > 
sin ct. 
PROPOSITION 3.4. One has 
(3.5) 
D(t) = i F(es) u’u ds = i G(.ss) u’o(sin cs)2 ds 
0 0 
+F(&t) o(t)2 - +& j F’(&S) u2 ds, 
0 
= 
-_SG(&t)(u’(t) sin &t)2 + 3.c i G’(es)(u’sin &s)~ ds. 
0 
PROOF. Multiplying (3.1) by u, (2.2) by au/& and subtracting, we obtain 
au!’ au au/ au 
zu-u”-+&Cot&t -u-u’- 
( > i 
F(d) u’u/sin et, 
= 
ae a& ae G(EI) u’u sin Et. 
Multiplication by sin Et and integration produce the first line of (3.5). Applying 
integration by parts to the first integral, one then obtains the next formula 
(3.5). Finally, by (2.2) we have u sin ES= -(u’sin ES)‘, so that u’u(sin .s~)~ ds= 
-+ d(u’sin es)‘. Integration by parts in the second integral thus gives the last 
formula (3.5). 
COROLLARY 3.6. For t = tk(&) < R/E, 
au 
u’z>O, so that (-I)*;>0 and &(c)<O. 
Similarly, for t = t;(c) < II/&, 
au! 
ux>O, 
k au! 
so that (-1) x>O and de k A f(E)>O. 
Indeed, the initial inequalities follow from (3.3), (3.5) and Lemma 3.2 by set- 
ting t = tk(c) or t = ti(c). The identities u(tk(c), E) = 0, u’(ti(&), E) = 0 and (2.2) 
for t = tjJ&) next show that 
(3.7) 
au dt, au 
z x+%=0, so that (u~)~% = -u’E<O for t=tk(c), 
aur dti, au’ dti, auf 
- -+--0, sothatu2~=u~>0 for t = t#). 0 
at dc ae 
We finally introduce 
(3.8) Q(t) = Q(t,E)kf-$ g. 
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Fig. 1. o=o(t,~), ~=u(t,6)~~+(6-~)au/a~ (a>~). 
PROPOSITION 3.9. For O<t<x/e, t#t;(E), k= 1,2 ,..., 
(3.10) Q’(t) = +G(et) sin et + 2u,ctjz sin Et [ G’WW sin Ed2 doe. 
PROOF. We multiply (3.1) by u’, (2.2) by &J’/& and subtract: 
ad' ad av ad 
zu’- U”-+-U/--U x = G(&t)u’(t)2 sin&t. 
a& a& 
Thus by Proposition 3.4, 
ad' ad 
zv’-o”z=+G(~t)u’(t)2sin~t++ & [ G’(es)(u’ sin ES)~ ds. 
Division by u’(t)2 gives the desired result (3.10) for Q’(t). 
4. PROOFOFTHEOREM 2.7. 
We will use induction to establish the basic 
PROPOSITION 4.1. (i) If kr2 and tk< Z/E, then au/&z and au’/& each have 
precisely one zero on (tk- ,, tk]. The zero ok-, of au/a& lies on (ti- ,, tk) and the 
zero ok_, of ad/a& lies on (ti,_,,ak_,), cf. Fig. 2. 
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(ii) For kz 1 and t&s) < II/E, 
ad 
v’->o, 
a& 
i.e. (-l)‘$>O, at t = tk. 
(iii) For k2 I and t;(E) < T/E, 
au 
v->o, 
a& 
i.e. (-1)‘;>0, at t = ti. 
PROOF. We begin by proving parts (ii) and (iii) for k= 1. Suppose that 
t,(c)< de. By (3.10) the function 
1 ad i 
Q(t)=, aE=6~t2+-* 
(cf. (2.4)) is strictly increasing on (0, t,], hence >O. Since v’<O there, it 
follows that au’/&<0 on (0, tJ. 
If t;(c)< R/E, (3.10) shows that Q(t) is strictly increasing throughout (0, t;), 
so that au’/&<0 throughout (0, t;). Thus au/&s is strictly decreasing on [0, t;] 
from the value 0 to a negative value at t;, cf. Fig. 1. 
Suppose now that the Proposition has been proved for some kr 1. Then we 
will establish parts (i)-(iii) with k replaced by k + 1, cf. Fig. 2. Accordingly, sup- 
posing tk+ , (E) < Z/E, we may assume as known that 
(4.2) (-I)‘$>0 at t;. 
Since by Corollary 3.6, (-l)kab/&<O at tk+,, it follows that au/a& has a 
smallest zero ok on (tk, tk+ 1). By the induction hypothesis h/d& has a zero 
ok_, on (ti_ ,, tk) (if k= 1, we substitute the zero of au/a& at t= 0). Thus 
0.5 
0 
5 
-0.5 
Fig. 2. i?=u+(d--E) &I/&L 
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&‘/de has a smallest zero ai on (~~_,,o~). However, by (3.10) Q(t) is strictly 
increasing on (ti_t,t;) (on (0,ti) if k= l), hence Q(t)>0 on (a;_t,t;). Here 
(-l)kv’(t)>O, SO that (-l)k&Y/ae>O. By Corollary 3.6 also (-l)kav’/&>O 
at t;, hence a; lies on (t,&crk). Since Q(t) is also strictly increasing on 
(t;, t,, I], we conclude that 
ad 
(4.3) (-l+->O on (tk,(7;), 
a& 
(-lJk+l g>O on (c&t,+,]. 
In particular ai is the unique zero of &‘/as on (tk, t,, I]. 
Also by (4.3) and referring to Corollary 3.6, (-l)kav/& is strictly increasing 
on [tk, ai] from a positive starting value, while strictly decreasing on [a;, tk + ,], 
so that ok is the unique zero of avIa.5 on (t k , t k+,]. These observations com- 
plete the proof of part (i) with k+ 1 instead of k. 
Part (ii) follows immediately from (4.3). For part (iii) we suppose t;+,(c)< 
X/E. Then the preceding argument shows that (-l)kfl &‘/a&>0 throughout 
(oi,t;,+,), so that (-l)k+’ au/a& > 0 throughout (ok, t;( + 1 I. 
PROOF of Theorem 2.7. We have to show that 
H(&) = fd(tk(&), &)2 and K(E) = +v(t;(E), c)* 
are strictly increasing with c when t,(&)<n/c, or t;l(c)< TC/&, respectively. 
Using the differential equation for v, one finds 
dH ad dtk ad dt, auf -= 
de v’- -+ v’z = v’(-& cot Et) v’- + v’z at de de 
for t = tk, while 
dK av dt;, av au -~~~-~~~~~~ 
de at de a& a& 
for t = t;. By Corollary 3.6 and Proposition 4.1, all terms in the right-hand 
members are strictly positive. 
5. SOME OTHER MONOTONICITY PROPERTIES 
It is often easy to establish monotonic behavior of a first maximum value or 
of another kind of first special value. In a number of cases, more general 
monotonicity results may be obtained by the differential equations method of 
Sections 3-4. We give two examples, one dealing with the quantities (1.6), the 
other with inequality (1.8). 
EXAMPLE 5.1. The maximum value vi(n) of (1 -x2)P;(x) closest to the point 
x= 1, that is, the value 
(5.2) v,(n) = (1 - a:)P;(ai), ai = cwi(n): largest zero of P,(x), 
inUeUSf?S with n. More generally, each of the values vk(n) and ok(n) in (1.6) 
increases with n. We sketch a proof. 
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(i) Differential equations. For y= (1 -x2)P,#) the Legendre differen- 
tial equation gives y’= -n(n+ l)P,(x), hence the kth relative maximum of 
(1 -x2)/PA(x)I for 1 >x> -1 is attained at the kth zero ok of P,(x), and 
(1 -x2)y” = -n(n+ l)(l -x2)PA(x) = -n(n+ 1)y. 
Setting x= cos Et, E = E, = (n(n + 1))-“2 and y(x) = w(t), one obtains the dif- 
ferential equation 
(5.3) w0 - c cot Et - w’+ w = 0 or (w//sin et)‘+ w/sin et = 0. 
In the case E = E,, 
1 a 
~=sin~~t~P~(coset)=-_~sinet.~PJcos~t) 
satisfies the initial conditions w(0) = w’(0) = 0, w”(0) = 1. For general E > 0 we 
will therefore consider the solution w(t) = w(t, E) of (5.3) on (0, II/E) whose 
power series starts with +t2. Then 
(5.4) w(t,.z)=-+sinEf*u’(t,e)=ff2-($+&e2)t4+..*, 
cf. (2.2) and (2.4). Observe that the zeros of w(t) on (0, II/E) are the points 
t;(E) of Section 2, while the zeros of w’(t) on (0, rc/&) are the points t,&(E). 
The differential equation for aw/& will be 
(5.5) awfl 
ad aw 
e - E cot Et * ae + z = --F(d) w’/sin Et = -G(d) w’ sin et, 
where F(x) and G(x) are the same as in Section 3. 
(ii) Combinations. Proceeding as before, one now finds that 
(5.6) 
-j G(a) w'w ds = -+G(et) w2 + +e { G’(m) w2 ds. 
0 0 
Hence for 0 < t < Z/E, 
ad 
w-g<0 where w’=O, 
aw 
w’-<0 where w=O. 
a& 
Furthermore the function 
R(r)zf-$ !g 
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has strictly negative derivative 
R’(t) = -+F(.st)/sin et - +E $$ [F’(N(&-)2~ 
for O<t<n/E, t#tk(E). 
(iii) Final analysis. A discussion as in Section 4 now shows that for O< t< n/c, 
aw awr 
wX<O where w’ = 0, w’--~0 where w=O. 
a& 
As a result the quantities 
Iw(Ms),a)I = L . E sm ctk 1 o’(tk, E) j (with t&) < X/E), 
1 
I W’($E(E), E)l = - sin Eti / u(ti, E) I (with t;(c) < X/E) 
& 
are strictly decreasing as E increases, so that the quantities in (1.6) are increasing 
with n. 
EXAMPLE 5.7. The value @i(n) of (1 -x)P;(x) at al =al(n) decreases as n in- 
creases (1.8). We give a proof by ad hoc computation. 
It is convenient to introduce 
(5.8) z(t, E) = cos ct)P~(cos Et) for E = E,). 
For our “Legendre problem” we may take E < 1 and Et1 < 1. Indeed, the case 
n=l of (1.8) is trivial (cf. the Table). Taking n~2, so that 
ol,(n)=cos E,?,(E,)~ l/G, we have &,tl <0.956. Setting 
L(E) Zf @l(E), E), 
the desired result (1.8) will thus follow if we prove positivity of the derivative 
for t = tl(e)< l/c. There is a difficulty here which we did not encounter before: 
the two terms in the second member of (5.9) have opposite sign. 
Observing that for 0< x< 1, 
(5.10) f = G(0) < G(x) = 
x-+sin2x 
sin3 x 
<G(l) = 0.915.. < 1, 
we will estimate az/& from below and dz/at and ldt,/deI from above. 
Let O<t<t, so that w>O, ~‘20. Then by (5.8) z>O, 
1 az i aw t sin et 
- _=- -+ 
z a& w a& 1 +cos&t 
and by (5.6), (5.10), 
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-E(t) = i G(Es)W’Wds<j w’wds = $v2, 
0 0 
’ a w __-_=- 
w a& 
[ -j+(s) sin Es ds < + . +et2. 
Hence 
(5.11) ; g >ttan~&t-_3t.3&t>3ttan3&t (tltl). 
At t,, 13w/&=O, so that by (5.8) 
=&tan+& for t=t,. 
For Idt,/de\ we will use (3.7) and (3.3): 
dt, 
I-I 
1 a~ i a0 1 -_=- 
de = 7 a& (f/)2 v’z= -@,)2 
- D(t)/sin et at t = t,. 
Since v>O and of<0 on (O,t,), (3.5) and (5.10) give 
-D(t) = { G(m)(-vO’) v(sin &s)2 d.s< t(v' sin &t)2 at tl, 
0 
(and > (l/3)(0’ sin ~t)~), hence 
(and also ($1>(1/3)sinar,). 
Combining (5.10)-(5.13), we obtain the desired positivity: 
1 dL 1 a2 1 az dt, _ -=- ___ - - 
I I z de z a& z at de 
> +tl tan +et, -c tan +et, - 3 sin Et1 
= 3 tan +et, (tl - e sin Et,) >O (since E < 1). 
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